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Technische Änderungen und Irrtümer vorbehalten. 01.2014 

post top luminaire

CLEO I LED

decorative outdoor luminaire

recom. pole height: 3.00m – 5.00m
light standards: for low and medium lighting requirements 
lamp:  incl. 1 glare-free LLM LED module, easy to repla-

ce
colour temperature:  3.000K warm white or 4.000K neutral white 
LED gear:  electronic driver, 100.000 hours; driver with inte-

grated Constant Light Output (CLO) in order to 
keep the luminous flux the same over the entire 
life time

LED life expectancy:  50.000 hours/ L100 for minimum maintenance 
costs due to an excellent thermal management

light control:   at extra cost: dimming or CLEVER LIGHT
optical system:   computer-optimised reflector made of highest 

grade aluminium, polished and anodised for incli-
ned mounted LLM LED module in order to reduce 
the backward light; with anti-glare plate made of 
satinied polycarbonate, UV-stabilised

light distribution:  extrem wide beam
luminaire head:  made of cast aluminium and aluminium; base 

made of die cast aluminium; powder coated 
colour: RAL or DB
glazing:  polycarbonate, clear, impact resistant, UV-stabi-

lised
wiring: inkl. 5.00m connected cable; easy installation 
installation:  for top entry ø 60mm; delivery in one piece
accessories: column - to be ordered separately 
application areas:  residential and local distributor roads, car parks, 

schools, hotels, factory premises,  paths, squares, 
parks

lamp kg product code

LLM LED 19W/1.800lm/3.000K 19,0 5.904.9008.05
LLM LED 19W/1.800lm/3.000K* 19,0 5.904.9008.05-8
LLM LED 17W/1.800lm/4.000K 19,0 5.904.9005.05
LLM LED 33W/3.000lm/3.000K 19,0 5.904.9042.05
LLM LED 33W/3.000lm/3.000K* 19,0 5.904.9042.05-8
LLM LED 30W/3.000lm/4.000K 19,0 5.904.9035.05

dim settings according to customer’s request with programmable driver 5.904.xxxx.xx-93
power reduction via a pilot-line, active-high signal   5.904.xxxx.xx-9SDU
* 50% dimming, 8 hours (Lumistep)
class II – at extra cost (add “S“ at the end)
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